
SorsiCorti 7th Edition
Short Film Festival

Piccolo Teatro Patafisico presents the 7th Edition of SorsiCorti Short Film Festival. Our mission is 
giving visibility to the work of filmmakers from all over the world and offering to our audience a  
careful selection of quality short films. SorsiCorti Festival will take place in Palermo in May 10 – 
11 -12 2013.
 

REGULATIONS

1. Fill out the entry form at www.sorsicorti.it and send it on paper according to item 3. 
2. Participation has a cost of 5 euro. The payment must be made upon the filling of the entry 

form by indicating on it date and method of payment. Payment can be made on the web site 
www.sorsicorti.it via paypal or by bank transfer to bank account of the Association Piccolo 
Teatro Patafisico: 

Banca Prossima S.p.A. via Roma 405
Intestato a Associazione Culturale Piccolo Teatro Patafisico 
IBAN: IT89S0335901600100000014507 
Numero di c/c 05000/1000/14507

      indicating “participation in the festival sorsicorti…” and title of the film;
3. Authors can participate in  the festival sending two copies only in PAL format DVD by 

traditional mail, the supports must be clearly marked: short title, author's name, duration and 
year of creation. The package must contain just two DVDs and the application form (already 
filled in on line). The envelope must be sent to the Festival (see item 8 of this call) within 
March 4, 2013.

4. For selected videos will  be required sending a copy on Blu Ray or H.264 format and  2 
photos in digital format Jpg or Tif at 300dpi, which means the publication authorized and 
free.

5. Works are allowed in the following sections:
a) On any subject Italy: short films produced in Italy, the running time 

of  which  must  not  exceed 20 minutes  for  Fiction,  Animation  and 
Videoart categories and 30 minutes for Documentary category. 

b) On  any  subject  International  Competition:  short  films  produced 
outside Italy, the running time of which must not exceed 20 minutes 
for Fiction,  Animation and Videoart  categories and 30 minutes for 
Documentary category.

c) Cortissimi/a glass in a minute: short films from and ouside Italy, the 
running time of which must not exceed 1 minute, with the appearance 

http://www.sorsicorti.it/
http://www.sorsicorti.it/


of wine in video as a prerequisite.
d) SorsiSound: music video clips from and outside Italy.

Works  are  allowed  if  made  after  January  1st,  2009.  The  running  time  is  understood 
including  the titles and credits.

6. Short films in languages other than Italian must include Italian or English subtitles; the lack 
of Italian subtitles implies unconditional acceptance of translation and inclusion of Italian 
subtitles by the organization.

7. Short  films  that  are  submitted must  be the  original  work and shall  not  infringe  on any 
copyrights or any other rights of any third parties. Contestants agree that they have obtained 
all required permissions regarding music, sound and/or images presented in your short film. 
By entering the contest, the contestant agrees that SorsiCorti Festival can not be held liable  
for any copyright infringements committed by him or by his short film;

8. Forms and DVDs must be sent to the following address not later than March 4, 2013, 
punishment exclusion:

ROSSELLA PIZZUTO
Via Siracusa, 35
0090141 Palermo

Italy

9. Competitors may enter only one short film for each section and only one short film for each 
category  for  On  any  subject  Italy and  On  Any  subject  International  Competition 
sections. Each  film must be sent in  a separate  DVD and entry  form. The envelope 
must indicate the section (or sections) and eventual category for which you compete. Entries 
must be postmarked by March 4, 2013;

10. Unless otherwise agreed, the short films coming from outside the European Union  must be 
sent by courier service with the words "No commercial value. Only for cultural purposes". 
The Festival will not accept films shipped with Customs costs at its own charge. Any DVDs 
shipped  with  Customs  costs  at  the  Festival's  charge  will  be  rejected  and  automatically 
returned to their senders. 

11. The material (DVD's, etc.) received for the selection will not be returned. These works will 
be exhibited in a strictly cultural and/or educational and non profit; 

12.  SorsiCorti  Festival  is  not responsible  for  damage  or  loss of material  during 
the submission of the same by post and during the course of the event;

13. The selection of works will be carried out by the organizers, whose decision is final;
14. There is no reimbursement from the organizers;
15. Under  italian law 196/2003 the personal  data  of the authors will  be processed only for 

purposes of the organization of the festival;
16. The organizers reserve the right to suspend or modify the event if necessary;
17. A special jury will award the best short film for each section, which will receive a prize 

consisting of a plate and a general winner which will receive a money prize of 300 euro;
18. The jury reserves the right not to award prizes in the absence of significant works. The 

judges' decision is final;
19. Participation in the competition implies unconditional acceptance of this regulation. The 

Direction of SorsiCorti can take any decision on issues which are not listed above. For any 
case which is not listed above, the decisions taken by the organization are applied.

Info:
info@sorsicorti.it 
www.sorsicorti.it
www.twitter.com/SorsiCorti
www.facebook.com/SORSICORTI

http://www.facebook.com/SORSICORTI
http://www.twitter.com/SorsiCorti
http://www.sorsicorti.it/

